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CASE STUDY #2

How I organized a complex physical mail marketing campaign

I regularly work with a company called Outbound Creative that needed support organizing and managing a 
complex physical mail campaign. 

What were we mailing? CAKES! 

Over the course of 3 months, I coordinate with local bakeries in over 20 different cities and 5 different countries to 
ship and send over 50 personalized cakes to potential clients. 

Here is what that process looked like in more detail.

The Situation:
Outbound Creative had several clients who wanted to make a big first 
impression on potential customers. The strategy they ended up deciding 
on was to send cakes to each prospect with a custom web address on top. 
This web address would send people to a landing page personalized for 
them. 

My Role:
I was responsible for researching, communicating, and coordinating 
deliveries with all bakeries. 

Each month, Outbound Creative would provide a list of prospects to me. I was then responsible for:
- Double check all addresses
- Researching bakeries in the local area
- Calling each bakery to confirm the order
- Having a personalized letter shipped out to each bakery to be included with the cake
- Ensuring all letters were received 
- Ensuring each bakery had the EXACT spelling for each cake’s web address 
- Double checking each cake before it went out on delivery day via photo from the bakery



- Fixing the many problems that arise from dealing with local bakeries
• Messing up orders despite preparing extremely clear and specific instructions for them. They often 

misspelled the URL, or would mess up the delivery date. I spent a large amount of time dealing with all 
of the many small problems that arose from dealing with so many different vendors

• Handling problems with delivery 
• Some cities did not have any bakeries that would deliver the cakes. We then had to use services like       

Doordash and Taskrabbit to fulfill these orders. 
• Handling international challenges
• Working with bakeries overseas became quite a challenge as they were not set up to receive 

international payments for cakes. I had to coordinate and set up bank transfers for payment
• Confirming cakes were delivered and coordinating with team

To Summarize: 
I was the key point of contact that researched, organized and communicated cake deliveries to over 50 different 
prospects over a 3 month period. There were tons of logistical problems and challenges that arose from working with 
so many different bakeries for this project although I was able to overcome and solve those problems as they arose. 


